Venus turns retrograde less often than all the other planets, only about every 20 months. Compare that to the more common communications breakdown cycle of Mercury retrograde that happens three times each year (See page 3). When any planet turns retrograde, you review, revise, redo, rest or do other “re” words relative to the nature of the planet.

Step back and pull within to go beyond the latest drama. From a higher perspective, the world is being taken apart to create space for people to choose the values they want to live by in the future. And like the overflowing Zen cup of tea, you must find your quiet, empty inner place to make wise choices for the next phase of your life.

Both revolutionary Uranus and wounded healer Chiron are moving backwards into Aries and Pisces (Nov. 6 for Uranus; Sept. 25 for Chiron); where they have been since 2011. Over the winter, you decide what to release or complete since 2011, and what you will carry into the new cycle for both that goes to about 2026.

Uranus asks what friends and organizations you want to take into Taurus next March, and which to release. Where in your life do you need to move into a new set of values and what resources will you need to accomplish that? So there is a bit of a back and forth motion going on simultaneously.

(Astrology Forecast continues Pg. 2, Column 1)
This quarterly newsletter is provided at solstices and equinoxes for Mark Dodich Astromark PO Box 16267 Portland, OR 97292

...there is constructive movement again. retrograde issues. Values are shifting, but at least quarter is a big improvement over summer...bring that vision into manifestation. Overall, the fall...excellent for bringing out your spiritual warrior. combination from a mundane world perspective, it is...Food, nutrition, and commercial food production will...are in your tribe. Family and responsibility are very important to these signs. There will be lessons in maintaining healthy emotional boundaries. Bring out your nurturing abilities, but do not become a caretaker (unless that is your profession- great for you). Where is “home” and who is in your “tribe.” Food, nutrition, and commercial food production will be more prevalent in the news. Sadly, food shortages and starvation is a part of this. Expect improvements in healing the disease Cancer.

On November 15, Mars moves into Pisces for the rest of 2018. Although this is not a comfortable combination from a mundane world perspective, it is excellent for bringing out your spiritual warrior. Open to a higher vision and take action steps to bring that vision into manifestation. Overall, the fall quarter is a big improvement over summer’s retrograde issues. Values are shifting, but at least there is constructive movement again.

Land line 503-252-1558 mark@astromark.US

Mark Dodich Astromark PO Box 16267 Portland, OR 97292-0267

This quarterly newsletter is provided at solstices and equinoxes for free as a pdf download at www.astromark.us/newsletter.pdf

ASTROLOGY CONSULTATIONS

INITIAL NATAL ASTROLOGY

This is the most common starting place. A natal, or birth, chart looks at life opportunities, talents, and challenges. Your consultation addresses issues important to you including soul purpose, vocation, partnership and family. $195, 1½ hr.

After the Initial Astrology Consultation you can get updates, such as transits, progressions, and birthday solar return charts to help keep you in tune with changing energies. $170/hr, $90/½ hour, (¼ hr by phone $50)

RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY ASTROLOGY

For romance, family and business: Relationship astrology improves partnership communications, understanding, and speeds getting to know someone. Good for romance, family and business relationships. Parents use it to better understand how to help their child. Businesses use it to help choose new employees or improve supervisor/employee communications.

Complete Composite Consultation: $210 1½ hour, Comprehensive long term compatibility analysis, includes all of the synastry consultation below and a chart that merges two people into one to look at purpose together.

Synastry Relationship Consultation: $185 1hr., Good for new relationships; shows opportunities/challenges. Synastry compares two charts for talents, challenges, and what is activating you to come together now.

7 RAY SOUL PURPOSE ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY

This is an astrology consultation based upon a branch of astrology known as Esoteric Astrology. Where regular (exoteric) astrology uses the planets to help you, esoteric astrology goes further to give you the universal frequencies called Rays that you were born under.

Knowing the “rays” you were born under helps you activate the speed button of spiritual growth and service.

Think of a chess board that has more than one level of playing field. Everyone operates on the base level to take care of core life needs. Do you feel a deeper calling? Those who are exploring that their life is about spiritual growth and soul service resonate with this consultation.

It includes information on your current cycles. Excellent for taking your astrology chart to a soul level. (Side note: If you have never done astrology, consider starting with the Initial Astrology Consultation. Need more info: Email mark@astromark.us Request 7RayPhotos.pdf (also see pages 5 & 10)

$195 /1½ hr ( includes transits & progressions)
Where is the Best Place for Me to Be?
This consultation helps you find your best locations for:
CAREER, LOVE, TRAVEL, HEALTH,
EDUCATION, SPIRITUAL GROWTH

EARTHLINES™ Power Maps
( AstroCartoGraphy® + other locality techniques)

EARTHLINES™ Relocation Astrology gives you a tool that you will use for the rest of your life.

Knowing your personal planetary power zones helps you to make life choices including relocating, vacationing, career, or seeking to emphasize specific activities in your life. 85% of this consultation is good for the rest of your life. The maps provide major power zones as well as minor power lines to help you narrow your focus.

In addition to the detailed locality maps, an additional Local Space Map is provided. It is your personal & astrological Feng Shui and comes on a transparency to put over other maps, helping you to choose a restaurant for an important meeting, a good direction to place your exercise bike so you get maximum use out of it, or for a variety of directional decisions even if you never move away from home.

This consultation is quite extensive, and goes way beyond the commonly known basic ACG map that has been around for years. Accurate birth time is needed.

This tool is valuable for life!

$220 1½ hr. consultation

USA Thanksgiving Day Holiday
Mercury Retrograde
Nov. 16-Dec. 5, 14° Sag.—27° Scorpio
Double check your USA Thanksgiving Day holiday plans and reservations this year, because Mercury moving backwards requires you to be flexible to changes. Use care if traveling on Mon. Nov. 19 as there is an impatient tone to the day. Saturday the 24th also has daydreaming Neptune ending his 5 month retrograde cycle, so drivers will be tired or just not paying attention.

There is a Gemini Full Moon on the holiday, Nov. 22, so lots of talk and people on the move. This is very friendly, but don’t believe everything you hear. There is potential for impulse purchases on Black Friday, so watch your budget.

The great gift of human beings is that we have the power of empathy.
~Meryl’s quote fits living under a compassionate Neptune power line

It will be interesting to watch audience reaction to her because the Jan 21, 2019 solar eclipse lands right on her Leo Ascendant and natal Jupiter in Aquarius (mass marketing). The eclipse will be within active range of the Christmas opening of Mary Poppins. Leo can be a lot of fun and Aquarius is the eccentric planet and likes to shake things up. No doubt it will make a lot of money.

Relocation & Travel Maps by Mark F Dodich
Land line 503-252-1558   www.astromark.us
Jupiter Enters Sagittarius
Nov 8 until December 2019

Get optimistic!
God of abundance and enthusiasm Jupiter begins a year-long adventure in one of his favorite signs, Sagittarius (the other is Pisces). November 8 ends his year in private and intensely emotional Scorpio (started in October 2017).

It’s time to shift into the more risk-taking Sagittarius, a much more fun sign than the emotional depths of Scorpio. As the seeker of a higher truth, Jupiter, in the sign of the archer wants you to travel, publish, mentor and spread prosperity consciousness. The May 2019 Greek Islands journey will go to Zeus’s birthplace.

The price for all this auspicious energy is to transform your belief system, opening to your greater good. You must trust the Universe to help you, and then take a risk on manifesting your dreams without requiring a guarantee. That means releasing negativity and opening to a fresh view of life.

When your fears throw a temper tantrum, tell them you are going to take a risk on a better life and they will just have to come along for the ride!

Fears have a tendency to drop off when they see you are serious in acting like life is an adventure and taking action with or without them! Be generous with both yourself and others.

Oh, and it wouldn’t hurt to learn a couple of good jokes:

A lady was picking through the frozen turkeys at the grocery store for Thanksgiving Day but couldn’t find one big enough for her family. She asked the stock boy, “Do these turkeys get any bigger?”

“No ma’am. They’re dead.”

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Easy for You
Sacred for Them

Astrology & Intuitive Consultations ~ since 1980
Land line (503) 252-1558 mark@astromark.us
Register for the free email newsletter at
www.astromark.us

Upcoming Lecture & Events Summary
Details at: www.astromark.us/classes.htm

Schedule your consultation to understand where planetary energies are helping or challenging you.

Mark your 2019 calendar: (also see page 7)

Fri. Jan. 11, Portland, OR; 6:30
“Planetary shifts of 2019”, Mark’s annual talk, $25

Thur. Jan 17, University Place WA (Tacoma), readings all day at Wisdom U. Schedule directly with Mark, mark@astromark.us Land line: (503) 252-1558

Fri. Jan 18, Bellevue, WA; Mark provides consultations at Stargazer’s during the day, Schedule through Stargazer’s 425-885-7289 or with Mark mark@astromark.us Land line (503) 252-1558
6:30 PM Mark’s annual talk “Planetary shifts of 2019” $20 cash or check at the door 12727 Northup Way, Ste. #10,Bellevue, Wa 98005 http://stargazersbooks.com/

Sat. Jan 19, University Place WA (Tacoma), 11 AM-3 PM, at WisdomU, $40 www.wisdomu.org

“VIOLET FLAME WORKSHOP”
An experiential workshop to tap into and use this ancient energy alchemy tool of transmutation, changing energy of a lower energy into higher frequencies. Use this to go to higher levels of personal growth, to heal others, or to enhance the energy of your environment.

Greek Island Sacred Journey, May 27, 2019;
13 days and 12 nights, astromark.us/sacred-travel/
See page 8
7 RAY SOUL PURPOSE ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY for John Lennon

Oct. 9, 1940, Liverpool, UK 6:30 pm , Libra Sun, Aquarius Moon, Aries Rising

A soul ray is a universal frequency that each person incarnates on to provide opportunities for growth and service in this life. Where your zodiac sun sign is of our solar system and has to do with personality, a soul ray is Universal in nature.

Lennon’s Third Ray translates higher esoteric concepts into a language that all can understand, and his lyrics certainly did that (Imagine on page 6). His Libra sun brought beauty and balance to the world through his music.

The Fourth Ray represents living in your center in spite of external world conflict. In addition to conflict in his personal life (not to mention a violent death), he wrote many of his lyrics during the tumultuous Viet Nam War. The Beatles helped bring inner peace to the world by learning to meditate with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, a trend that the media amplified. This also ties into the Fifth Ray where you bring metaphysics into the physical world so it can be passed on and used by others. The Fifth Ray is systematic and repeatable, so the Beatle’s spent six weeks learning Maharishi’s techniques. Metaphysics comes into the physical.

Lennon also had a strong First Ray presence (not shown here). It is the energy of standing in your own power. Although he had people around him all the time, he had a bit of a solitary tone to him. Lennon also learned to use his First Ray by going solo in his career, and that also fits his Aries rising sign well.

Information on the rays and esoteric astrology, go to: www.astromark.us
(Also see page 2 lower right column and page 11), or Email mark@astromark.us and request 7 Ray Photos pdf for explanation of the rays)

Astromark Services: Extensive preparation goes into your session. Please schedule ahead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INITIAL ASTROLOGY CONSULTATION</td>
<td>90 min.</td>
<td>$195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTROLOGY UPDATES</td>
<td></td>
<td>$170 / 60 min., $90 / 30 min., $50 /15 min. by phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARTHLINES™ For your best locations</td>
<td>90 min.</td>
<td>$220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUL RAY ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY includes transits &amp; progressions</td>
<td>90 min.</td>
<td>$195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELATIONSHIP ASTROLOGY (for romance, business, family)</td>
<td>90 min.</td>
<td>$210 / 90 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS ASTROLOGY (for your company or organization)</td>
<td>60 min.</td>
<td>$185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTION ASTROLOGY (choosing an auspicious date):</td>
<td>Call for quote! ($90-$400...)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTUITIVE SPIRITUAL COUNSELING with Tarot</td>
<td>60 min.</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrology for your child or grandchild</td>
<td>45 min.</td>
<td>$150 45 min. / $195 full w/Parents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you need to re-schedule your appointment call land line (503) 252-1558 Extensive preparation goes into your session. Rescheduled consultations less than 24 hours notice = $50 fee, Appointments cancelled altogether within 48 hours where preparation is already complete=$75 preparation fee.

Audio MP3 Recordings of your consultation are not guaranteed: In spite of my best efforts to provide a quality recording, on rare occasions, recordings fail. You are welcome to use your own recorder as a backup.

I email the recording to you, or $5 added on to burn/mail a CD.

Skype Available!

It's my way of wishing you a Happy Birthday and to buy you a cup of tea! This discount coupon is good for $5 off any 1 hour or longer consultation within 30 days of your birthday. A birthday chart called a Solar Return can be run to give you an astrology forecast for the coming birthday year.

Land line 503-252-1558 mark@astromark.us www.astromark.us
Venus is more than your relationships. She rules money, stocks & bonds, your possessions, and manifesting your desires. During Venus retrograde, you are revising your budget and planning for future expenses. It is also a good time to determine if your IRA or investments are working for you given changing market conditions. On the USA national level, watch to see if tariffs are adjusted, interest rates shift, and also pay attention to changes in the value of the dollar, Euro, and other currencies.

On the higher level, Venus is associated with your values. As your values change, your relationships and finances must change to align with renewed values. Some people suggest that every dollar you spend is a vote on what you value.

In esoteric astrology, Venus is associated with Master Hilarion and Archangel Raphael. Both are known for healing. They help you bring greater grace and beauty into your life by helping you elevate to higher values.

Libra John Lennon had his moon in Aquarius, holding the higher ideal for his generation and beyond.

Imagine there’s no heaven
It’s easy if you try
No hell below us
Above us, only sky
Imagine all the people
Living for today
Imagine there’s no countries
It isn’t hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for
And no religion too
Imagine all the people
Living life in peace, You
You may say I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one
I hope some day you’ll join us
And the world will be as one

Imagine no possessions
I wonder if you can
No need for greed or hunger
A brotherhood of man
Imagine all the people sharing all the world

Sacred Metaphysical Travel to Greek Islands May 27, 2019
Join like-minded friends for meditation, healing, astrological shifts, all while visiting sacred sites.
astromark.us/sacred-travel/

Also see page 8 & 11:
astromark.us/newsletter.pdf
Open to ancient energies in Crete, Santorini, Delphi +

Where is Your Earth?
For some unexplained reason, regular astrology does not look at the position of the earth. But the spiritual branch called Esoteric Astrology considers the placement of the earth to help you find your grounding, a place where you can express your sun sign in the earth plane. The earth sign is always exactly opposite your sun sign (see chart below).

In the writings of Alice A Bailey, the earth is a place where you can “transmute personal consciousness into group awareness.” Active intelligence is grounded in your daily existence.

Sagittarius sun Pope Francis has his earth in Gemini. Sagittarius is a sign of religion and higher philosophy, and Gemini the communicator translates higher philosophy in a way that all can understand.

Libra Mahatma Gandhi has his earth in Aries. His warrior Aries courageously pioneers a new path, and Libra does it in a peaceful and diplomatic way. If you know your astrology chart, you can also look at the natal house placement containing your sun and earth. Scorpio sun Bill Gates has his sun in the 4th house of building computers at home, yet his Taurus earth (go make money) calls him out to the 10th house of public and career.

Find your earth sign in the chart below to gain insight as to where you bring your life force sun down to work in a grounded way. (Note: Do not confuse the earth with the Part of Fortune: ☸)
Join astrologer Mark Dodich to learn how to get the most out of changing planetary energies in the New Year. In 2018, most people felt like they were being pulled apart at the seams as old patterns and paradigms broke apart—and that was certainly true on a global level. In 2019, you receive the opportunity to reintegrate in a fresh new way as you climb towards heights that peak in 2020. There is adventure, early steps in pioneering a new path, and inventive ideas coming down to earth. A spiritual destiny shift helps you create a better balance between your worldly responsibilities and emotional security needs. Come learn how to navigate all the twists and turns to reach new heights. Tonight’s talk is presented in a non-technical language so all can benefit.

Mark provides consultations at Wisdom U and Stargazers In the Puget Sound
More details are coming in the winter solstice issue of Astromark Astromark.us/newsletter.pdf

Join esoteric astrologer Mark Dodich to experience an ancient alchemical tool of transmutation. We shall work with the Ascended Masters to activate increased frequencies of your soul vibration. It is a great way to begin a new year.

The purpose of the VIOLET FLAME is to help you experience greater frequencies of your essential soul vibration in your daily life. The Violet Flame is a method for transmuting lower vibrations into the energy of Light. This workshop is for those seeking greater fulfillment through soul service. This sacred experience will include working with the Ascended Masters and Violet Flame, cleansing and healing your physical and etheric body, applying Hermetic philosophy principles, protecting your energy field, and using these techniques to your daily life.

More information on the Violet Flame : email mark@astromark.us and request the 7 Ray Information pdf $40, Details are coming to www.astromark.us and a full flyer in the Winter Solstice Astromark newsletter Astromark.us/newsletter.pdf at Wisdom U, 4103 Bridgeport Way W, Suite D, University Place, WA;

Sacred Travel with Spiritual Growth Oriented Friends
May 27- June 8, 2019 astromark.us/sacred-travel/
Mark Dodich land line (503) 252-1558 mark@astromark.us
Metaphysical Travel to Ancient Sites with Like-Minded Friends

13 days, 12 nights starting May 27, 2019
(Depart USA May 26, Arrive ATH May 27)

Join Mark Dodich and spiritual growth oriented friends to tap into ancient energies in one of the most beautiful places on earth.

- Crete has the most ancient city in southern Europe, the home of Europe’s oldest city, the Knossos temple and Zeus’s Cave
- Santorini is the remains of Atlantis according to Plato
- Acropolis, Delphi Oracle, and an eclectic mix of cosmopolitan Mykonos and UNESCO site, Delos, birthplace of Apollo, god of light

Isn’t it time for an expansive, opening to higher wisdom and refreshing the adventure in your life?

Now is the time to go: Generous and optimistic Jupiter is in travel & adventure Sagittarius for our trip, a highly auspicious energy for expansive journeys. Friendly Uranus is in Taurus, the bull, creates a timely opportunity to visit the ancient home of the Minotaur in Crete.

We shall meditate, do healing ceremonies, tune into extremely ancient energies, and of course, look at your personal astrology for the season (no need to know astrology). Perhaps your past life talents in Atlantis will rise to the forefront of your consciousness to bring a renewed vision for your service in these changing times.

If you like small group travel with like-minded people, consider joining us.
If not now, when?

Early Bird Registration price: (by date TBA): Double Room US$ 4120; Single Room US$ 4880
Advance Registration price: (by TBA): Double Room US$ 4245; Single Room US$ 5005
Regular Registration Price: (after Jan. 28 if space available) Double Room US$ 4345; Single Room US$ 5105

Deposit $700 along with registration pages 5, 6 & 7 mailed to Mark
Note: See possible pricing changes if the value of the US Dollar drops on the registration pages

Trip details are being added as updates are available.

http://astromark.us/sacred-travel

If you would like to see photos of the 2011 land-based trip to Greece to get a feel for what the island trip
A chart cast for the next three months shows a T-Square pattern with Mercury ☿ and the Sun ☉ in Libra opposing wounded healer Chiron ☐ moving backwards in Aries (and soon to move retrograde into Pisces where it has been since 2011). Both are challenged by boundary setting Saturn ♒ and vestal virgin Vesta ♃ in Capricorn. (See red T)

The challenge is to live in balance while communicating diplomatically (such as where you might need to change the boundaries in relationships that are not in balance with your changing needs). Chiron is making a transition to help you heal or clean up any old wounds since it moved into Pisces in 2011. The centaur also has been urging you to plant seeds for pioneering new paths when he returns to Aries for several years starting next February.

Vesta ♃ likes to retreat from the world to do goddess service, but positioned next to Saturn for this three-month chart, it is more likely that you will step into some level of responsibility in your service – just be sure you know the difference between service and sacrificial lamb on the altar!

Assertive Mars ♂ is aligned with the “let go” south node ☐ now, just as it was at the July 27 lunar eclipse. Look to see if there are similar issues or completion of things started then. In the news, Iran and President Trump were doing a verbal battle in late July. There is also a challenge between relationship planets Venus and Mars which will play out on both global and personal levels. Go to deeper emotional levels but keep a healthy level of detachment so you do not get sucked into drama. Uranus brings “expect the unexpected” events which can change your plans and/or affect the upcoming elections. See Black T-Square

To better understand the planets, houses, and signs, download the Free Basic Astrology Primer at www.astromark.us/astrology-resources/

Free Stuff: Astrology from Mark Dodich
Weekly written forecast is at www.astromark.us/report.htm
New & Full Moon Email newsletter. Register www.astromark.us
This quarterly Astromark Newsletter: (but you already know that since you are reading it. New issues at solstice and equinox) Astromark.us/newsletter.pdf

YouTube Monthly Forecast Mark provides a 10 minute astrology forecast for the coming month, newspiritjournalonline.com/category/keeping-it-real/
Weekly Audio Forecast: New Spirit Journal 5 minute Internet Radio Forecast at newspiritjournal.com
▶ I am doing a quarterly radio show on Let’s Find Out at bbcradio.com station 2. Details at new-visions.com/
Fall Equinox Map * September 22, 2018

This map shows power zones based upon the fall equinox chart on the previous page.

This is an ACG power lines map for fall equinox. It represents locational energy until winter solstice. Of course, this is just a general guide as there are other factors involved in mundane astrology.

The red circles represent the T-Square of Sun, Mercury opposite Chiron (see equinox chart on previous page) and making a challenging square to responsible Saturn and temple goddess Vesta. It is common to see activity in the media in highlighted areas. Iran has a similar activation as it did during all the war talk at the July 27 lunar eclipse. Pakistan bears watching too. In the USA, it is the western USA that is activated. The Papua New Guinea area has been challenged all year, and this map brings eastern Australia into play as well.

The hurricane season does not look that bad from the equinox perspective, but the Gulf Coast of Florida, Mexico and Texas have more action than other places. I expect them to get wet & windy but not like Hurricane Katrina.

One difficult line (see Black T-Square on previous page) goes right through Florida to Ohio. It will be interesting to see if there are upsets and unexpected results in the coming elections.

Life is like riding a bicycle.
To keep your balance,
you must keep moving.
~Albert Einstein

We are born at a given moment at a given place and, like vintage years of wine, we have qualities of the year and of the season we were born. Astrology does not lay claim to anything more.
~Carl Jung

A Relocation Astrology Map consultation helps you find your best places on planet earth—
Career, Relationship, Vacations, Business,
See the Earthlines™ (AstroCartoGraphy®) on page 3 of this newsletter.

See the weekly report is at www.astromark.us/report.htm
New & Full Moon Email newsletter Register at www.astromark.us

Free astrology resources, pdf downloads:
http://astromark.us/astrology-resources/
Seven Soul Rays for MAHATMA GANDHI

This Great Soul brought independence to India through his Seventh Soul Ray. A person activates their soul ray when they choose to serve a higher good beyond their small self. The 7th is the ray of transmutation (changing energy that is less than loving into Love). It is the energy of magic. A 7th Ray person initiates a New Order. Gandhi's soul purpose was to transform worldly conditions.

Gandhi's Personality Ray was the 5th Ray of Concrete Knowledge and Science. He had a systematic approach to his work which was especially shown earlier in life as he studied to become an Oxford graduated attorney.

“Gandhi continues what the Buddha began, In the Buddha, the spirit of Love sets itself the task of creating different spiritual conditions in the world; in Gandhi it undertakes to transform all worldly conditions.”

~Albert Schweitzer

(This quote reflects Gandhi’s 7th Ray Soul)

What is a Seven Soul Ray consultation?

This reading uses esoteric astrology and methods to calculate the frequencies (rays) that you incarnated on in this life. You will learn about your soul and personality rays. This information is based in the channellings of the Tibetan Master Djwahl Kuhl through Alice A. Bailey. Understanding the ray upon which you have incarnated helps you to work more fully with your energies of soul service. This reading is best for people who have reduced the need to ask “what's in it for me?” and increased the need to know, “what is my soul purpose and spiritual service in this life?” This is an esoteric astrology consultation that looks at how you can bring your soul service into earthly form.

$195 / 1½ hr. includes current transits and progressions.

More information is at www.astromark.us or request the & Ray Masters Photo free pdf document

INTUITIVE TAROT CONSULTATIONS

The best forecasts are not those that come true, but those that warn, teach, and prepare—anon

$150/hour, $90½ hr In person or telephone /Skype
$50 1/4 hr. by telephone/Skype only

Note to new telephone clients for tarot: I prefer to receive a handwritten note from you prior to the consultation so I can hold onto it during the session.

Astromark, PO Box 16267, Portland, OR 97292-0267 USA, or email a scanned pdf file

Gift Certificates

Available Worldwide

Easy for You
Sacred for Them

By postal mail or email
Your name and their name along with personal sentiments can be added to the certificate

For the Child or Grandchild in Your Life

Personal Child Consultations:

Shortened Consultation

For children 16 and under, a 45-minute consultation is available looking at the basics of their chart, vocation, and what's upcoming. $150

Full Consultation

The normal full adult consultation can be done, or an adapted reading can be done to include the parents and their relationship. $195

Ascended Master Photos

For your meditation altar or wherever you need a reminder that there is help from the unseen, and that life is bigger than what you see in the mirror.

$7.50 - $10

St Germaine (SG3)

Photo thumbnails at astromark.us/astrology-products/
Are you considering the Greek Island trip (page 8)?

Please help me decide if adding on a short, optional side trip to western Turkey is of interest to you.

Western Turkey is safe and a great place to visit. The country is loaded with sacred sites.

Personally, I think anyone who had past lives in ancient times had to have at least visited Turkey as the crossroads of the world in those days.

**Day 1. Arrival in Istanbul** Morning flight to Istanbul. Half day city tour.

**Day 2. Istanbul** Full day City Tour

**Day 3. Istanbul – Fly to Izmir – Pergamon – Kusadasi**
Asclepion in Pergamon, [https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1457](https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1457)

**Day 4. Kusadasi – Izmir – Fly to Istanbul**
Ephesus [https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1018](https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1018)

**Day 5. Departure Istanbul**

Both Ephesus and Asclepion in Pergamon are UNESCO World Heritage sites. See links to photos in the itinerary. Ephesus has some of the best preserved Greco-Roman ruins in the world, and has associations to St. Paul and many researchers think Mother Mary lived there after the death of Jesus. It has remnants of one of the Seven Wonders of the world, Temple of Artemis. Asclepion has a sacred spring that runs to this day, and is the second most important healing center after Epidaurus in Greece (which we visited in 2011).

Cost estimates are coming soon.

If world politics ever settles down, I would love to lead a full trip to Turkey. But it is difficult to say if southeast Turkey on the Syrian border will settle down in my lifetime. So western Turkey seems like a good compromise to me. I figure we are already spending money on the airline flight, so why not make the most of it.

If you are considering the Greek Islands trip and have an interest in this optional side trip, please let me know soon as it will help my decision making process. mark@astromark.us